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Abstract

During the last few decades, a certain interesting class of functional equations arises when obtaining the generating
functions of many system distributions. Such a class of equations has numerous applications in many modern
disciplines like wireless networks and communications. This paper has been motivated by an issue considered by
Paul E. Wright in [Advances in applied probability, (1992), 986 − 1007]. The functional equation obtained there
has been solved using elliptic functions and analytic continuation, which in turn lead to the determination of the
main unknown. Unfortunately that solution seems to be a bit too general with many technical assumptions. In
this paper on one hand, we introduce a solution in the symmetric case using boundary value problem approach.
On the other hand, we investigate the potential singularities of the unknowns of the functional equation giving one
possible application, and we compute some expectation of interest using the corresponding generating function.
Keywords: functional equation, complex analysis, queueing theory, boundary value problem, singularity, generating
function.
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1. Introduction

Functional equations (FEs) are the equations where the unknowns are functions not variables see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Functional equations offer a tool for reducing the mathematical models used to describe many phenomena. The
theory of functional equations has thrived principally through the work of the prolific mathematician J. Aczél
[8, 9, 10, 11] who identified many of their classes, illustrating efficacious methods for their solutions as well as
criteria for the existence and uniqueness of those solutions [6].

FEs arise in models of various fields, such as neural networks [12], economics [13], astronomy [14], population
ethics [15], communication see [16], and wireless networks [17]. Specifically, there is no universal solution technique
for these FEs, but rather almost each equation is solved differently than the others. The problem of finding some
performance measures to some communication, and networks systems comes with a certain interesting class of
functional equations.

In general using the literature there are many approaches available to solve such problem of studying the
performance evaluation namely, experimental approach, numerical approach, simulation approach, and the analytical
approach of course each one has its own advantages and disadvantages see [18] e.g chapter 1 for an overview. This
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Figure 1: Communication Systems and functional equations–Relation Summary

article is mainly concerned with a solution of a two-variable FE arising from a double queue model originally
published in [19] using boundary value problem. Malyshev see [20] was the first person who introduce the approach
of transforming functional equations to boundary value problems in the 1970s.

The idea of reducing functional equations for the generating function to a standard Riemann-Hilbert boundary
value problem pops up from the work of Fayolle and Iasnogorodski [21] on two parallel M/M/1 queues with coupled
processors. A lion share treatments of the boundary value technique for functional equations can be found in Cohen
and Boxma [22], Fayolle et al. [23] and [24, 25]. In particular, the general class (1) of two-variable functional
equations

C1(x, y)P(x,y) = C2(x, y)P(x,0) + C3(x, y)P(0,y) + C4(x, y)P(0,0) + C5(x, y), (1)

where Ci(x, y), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are given polynomials in two complex variables x, y, arises from different communication
and networks systems.

Special case of (1) arises from wireless networks with stealing see [26]. Similar special case appears in [27] from
a tandem queue with coupled processor, another one arises in [17] from rare event asymptotics for a random walk
in the quarter plane, and a similar one arises [28] from queueing models with multiple waiting lines. Such equations
have been solved by using the theory of boundary value problems [22]. A simple but similar equation appears in
[29] has been solved by using Rouchés theorem, and applying the normalization condition. Another special case
of such interesting class of equations arises from a lan gateway queueing model see [30]. A similar equation arises
from an asymmetric switch see [16].

Figure (1) recapitulates the process between many communication systems on one hand and a certain class of
two-variable functional equations on the other hand: Computer scientists who are interested in some communication
elements like switches, and they want to find some performance measures like the delay or the waiting time.
They start by describing their system mathematically to obtain the mathematical model which in most cases
is consisting of a difference equation characterizing the dynamics of the underlying systems together with some
boundary conditions. They used a probability generating function (PGF) to map such difference equations to
challenged functional equations. Solving such equations will immediately provide the different performance measures
of interests.

The sequel of the paper is laid as follows: In the next section we recall the functional equation from the original
article [19] together with the solution as originally given in [19] but in brief, in section (3) we solve the equation
in the symmetric case by reduction to Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problem, in section (4) we investigate the
potential singularity of the unknowns, in section (5) we give one possible application of the singularity, in section
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(6) we compute the expected number of jobs in one queue using the corresponding generating function together
with some numerical analysis, and in section (7) we conclude our work.

2. The Functional Equation

This equation arises [19] from a double queue arising from a system consisting of two processors serving three job
streams, illustrated in figure 2 generated by independent Poisson sources. The central job stream of rate ν consists
of jobs which place resource demands on both processors, which are handled separately by each processor once the
request is made. In addition, the first processor receives background work at a rate of λ while the second receives
similar tasks at a rate η. Each processor has exponentially distributed service times with rates α and β respectively.

The system considered here is a generalization of a two-server system considered by Flatto and Hahn [31] and
Flatto [32]. The PGF P (x, y) of the two-dimensional distribution characterizing the system yields the two-variable
FE

Q(x, y)P (x, y) = N(x, y), (2)

where
Q(x, y) = γxy − λx2y − ηxy2 − αy − βx− νx2y2,

N(x, y) = α(x− 1)yP (0, y) + βx(y − 1)P (x, 0),

and
γ , α+ β + ν + λ+ η.

Equation (2) has been solved by parameterizing the curve Q(x, y) by a pair of elliptic functions x(ξ) and y(ξ) and
the relation between P (x(ξ), 0) and P (0, y(ξ)) persists on their analytic continuation as elliptic
functions in the ξ-plane. The solution is given by

P (x, y) = {χ(p−
∫ y

0

dζ√
E (ζ)

)− χ(r −
∫ x

0

dζ√
D(ζ)

)} × (1− x)(1− y)

Q(x, y)

where E (), D(), are defined in [19], χ is an elliptic function of order 2, and

r =

∫ a0

0

dζ√
D(ζ)

, p = 2

∫ b0

0

dζ√
E (ζ)

+ r.

for some real numbers a0, b0. Equation (2) can be rewritten as

C1(x, y)P (x, y) = C2(x, y)P (x, 0) + C3(x, y)P (0, y), (3)

it is obvious that it is a special case of (1) where

C1(x, y) = γxy − λx2y − ηxy2 − αy − βx− νx2y2,

C2(x, y) = βx(y − 1),

C3(x, y) = αy(x− 1),

and

C4(x, y) = C5(x, y) = 0. (4)

We will investigate the solution of such functional equation based on the service rates α, β namely the symmetric
case i.e. where α = β as follows.
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Figure 2: Two Parallel Processors with Coupled Inputs
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3. The symmetric Case Solution

Assume that the two processors serve jobs with the same service rate i.e. α = β. We will use this assumption in
equation (3) to introduce a solution of such equation using boundary value problems as follows.

3.1. The Boundary Value Problem Model of Eq.(3) and its Solution

In order to solve equation (3), the main idea stems from the fact that the main unknown function P (x, y) is an
analytic function in the unit disk, this means that if the C1(x, y) is zero then also the right hand side containing
the other unknowns must be zero. Let

C1(x, y) := γxy − λx2y − ηxy2 − αy − αx− νx2y2 = 0, (5)

then also

αx(y − 1)P (x, 0) + αy(x− 1)P (0, y) = 0. (6)

The solution of the original functional equation (3) is now reduced to the solution of the functional equation (6).
Dividing equation (6) by (x− 1)(y − 1) 6= 0 to get

αx

x− 1
P (x, 0) +

αy

y − 1
P (0, y) = 0. (7)

Introduce the function
g(x) :=

αx

x− 1
P (x, 0),

then equation (7) can be rewritten as

g(x) + g(y) = 0, (8)

where the function g(.) is an analytic function except for a simple pole at 1.
Now we reduced the solution of the main functional equation to the solution of (8) in {(x, y) : C1(x, y) = 0}. But
C1(x, y) = 0 offers a very large number of ordered pairs, in our symmetric case it is natural to consider the set:

M∗ := {(x, x̃) : C1(x, x̃) = 0},

where x̃ stands for the complex conjugate of x. Using this special set we can rewrite equation (8) in the form

g(x) + g(x̃) = 0→ <g(x) = 0, (9)

where < sands or the real part of the complex variable. Now we have a boundary value problem:
The problem of determining a function g(.) which satisfies:

1. Analytic everywhere except for a simple pole at 1

2. <g(.) = 0 on M \ {1}

3. lim
x→1

(x− 1)g(x) = αP (1, 0) = α− ν − η

where P (1, 0) = α−ν−η
α is obtained from the main equation by using the normalization condition

P (1, 1) = 1. In order to solve the boundary value problem constructed, let φ, with inverse ψ, be the conformal
mapping see e.g. [33, 34]of the unit disk onto the region bounded by M∗ with normalization conditions φ(0) = K,
φ(1) = 1 for some K.

This mapping exists by the Riemann mapping theorem see [35], the curve M∗ is simply connected for some
special values of the parameters α, γ, ν, η, λ. Define h(w) := g(φ(w)). We then obtain a relatively simple Riemann
Hilbert boundary value problem with a pole, for h(.) on the unit circle D (actually, it is a Dirichlet problem with
a pole see [22]):

1. <h(w) = 0, on w ∈ D \ {1}

2. lim
w→1

(w − 1)h(w) = α−ν−η
φ́(1)

, where φ́(.) = dφ
dx
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3. h(.) analytic on D, continuous on D \ {1}.

The solution of this boundary value problem is

h(w) =
1

2

α− ν − η
φ́(1)

w + 1

w − 1
, w ∈ D

which determines

g(x) = h(ψ(x)) =
1

2

α− ν − η
φ́(1)

ψ(x) + 1

ψ(x)− 1
,

inside the curve M ; Substitution in the original equation finally implies

P (x, y) = (α− ν − η)ψ
′
(1)

(x− 1)(y − 1)

(ψ(x)− 1)(ψ(y)− 1)
× ψ(x)ψ(y)− 1

γxy − λx2y − ηxy2 − αy − αx− νx2y2
(10)

4. Singularities of the Unknowns

The main idea of locating the possible singularities of the unknowns of the functional equation (3) will be solely to
find the intersection points between two functions. So that it is legitimate first to introduce the idea of computing
the intersection points between two general functions. Generally speaking, when we have two polynomials in two
variables,

f1(x, y) = a0(y) + a1(y)x+ · · ·+ am(y)xm,

and

f2(x, y) = b0(y) + b1(y)x+ · · ·+ bn(y)xn,

the resultant Resx(f1, f2) of the polynomials f1 and f2 with respect to x is the determinant given by (see e.g. [36]
appendix C, and [37]).∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

am am−1 · · · a0 0 · · · · · ·
0 am am−1 · · · a0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · 0 am am−1 · · · a0

bn bn−1 · · · b0 0 · · · · · ·
0 bn bn−1 · · · b0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · 0 bn bn−1 · · · b0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

n− rows

m− rows

(11)

which is a polynomial in y. The polynomials f1 and f2 have a common nontrivial root (x0, y0) if and only if the
resultant with respect to x is 0 at y0.

4.1. Singularity of P (x, 0)

Since the main PGF (P(x,y)) in (3) is by definition an analytic function in the unit disk, this means that if
C1(x, y) = 0, then also

C2(x, y)P (x, 0) + C3(x, y)P (0, y) = 0,

which is equivalent to

P (x, 0) = −C3(x, y)

C2(x, y)
P (0, y).

We observe from the above equation that the unknown function f(x) could have a singularity at some point y if
for some x, C1(x, y) = 0 and C2(x, y) = 0. This leads us to study the intersection points of the curves C1(x, y) = 0
and C2(x, y) = 0. If such a point x exists, then y is a root of the resultant Resx(h1, h2; y) in x of the polynomials
C1(x, y) and C2(x, y).
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4.1.1. Resultant in x

The two functions C1(x, y) and C2(x, y) can be rewritten as functions in x as follows:

C1(x, y) = νx2y2 + λx2y + ηxy2 + αy + βx− γxy
= αy + (ηy2 + β − γy)x+ (λy + νy2)x2

= a0(y) + a1(y)x+ a2(y)x2, (12)

where

a2(y) = λy + νy2,

a1(y) = ηy2 + β − γy,

a0(y) = αy,

and

C2(x, y) = βx(y − 1)

= (βy − β)x

= b0(y) + b1(y)x, (13)

where

b1(y) = βy − β,

and

b0(y) = 0.

Using (11), (12), and (13), the resultant in x is the determinant of the matrix,

A =

a2 a1 a0

b1 b0 0
0 b1 b0

 (14)

From (14) after some algebraic manipulations we can write that

Resx(C1, C2; y) = |A| = a2

∣∣∣∣ b0 0
b1 b0

∣∣∣∣− b1 ∣∣∣∣ a1 a0

b1 b0

∣∣∣∣
= a2b

2
0 − b1(a1b0 − a0b1)

= 0− (βy − β)(0− αy(βy − β))

= αβ2y(y − 1)2

so that we conclude that the function f(x) has a possible singularity in x as a function of y at ya := 0, 1, 1, . Since
ya is a zero of C1(x, y), therefore solving C1(x, ya) = 0 to get xa.

4.1.2. Resultant in y

The two functions C1(x, y) and C2(x, y) can be
rewritten as functions in y as follows:

C1(x, y) = νx2y2 + λx2y + ηxy2 + αy + βx− γxy
= βx+ (λx2 − γx+ α)y + (νx2 + ηx)y2

= c0(x) + c1(x)y + c2(x)y2, (15)

where

c2(x) = νx2 + ηx,
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c1(x) = λx2 − γx+ α,

c0(x) = βx,

and

C2(x, y) = βx(y − 1)

= −βx+ βxy

= d0(x) + d1(x)y + d2(x)y2, (16)

where

d2(x) = 0,

d1(x) = βx,

and

d0(x) = −βx.

Using (11), (15), and (16) the resultant in y is the determinant of the matrix,

B =

 c2 c1 c0
d2 d1 d0

0 d2 d1

 (17)

From (17) after some algebraic manipulations we can write that

Resy(C1, C2;x) = |B| = c2

∣∣∣∣ d1 d0

d2 d1

∣∣∣∣− d2

∣∣∣∣ c1 c0
d2 d1

∣∣∣∣
= c2(d2

1 − d0d2)− d2(c1d1 − c0d2)

= (νx2 + ηx)(βx)2

= β2(νx+ η)x3

we can conclude that the function P (x, 0) has a possible singularity in y as a function of x at x = 0, and at x = − ην .
Combining the results of the previous subsection i.e. xa with the current one, so that we conclude that the function
f(x) has a possible singularity in x at:

1. x = 0 of multiplicity three

2. x = xa

3. x = − ην

In a complete symmetric manner to sect. 4.1 we can compute the potential singularity of the function P (0, y).

5. Application of Singularity

One possible application of computing the singularities of the unknowns of functional equations is to obtain the
asymptotic behavior of the sequences defined by such unknowns. In general, asymptotic analysis endeavors are to
find a solution that closely approximates the exact solution see e.g. [38]. The functional equation of our interest is in
fact an equation in which the unknowns are generating functions namely, P (x, y), P (x, 0), P (0, y) with interesting
coefficients pm,n, pm,0, p0,n respectively, that have no simple closed form. In this section we give pointers to a
technique for obtaining the asymptotic of the marginal distribution pm,0 for large m, given P (x, 0) =

∑∞
m=0 pm,0x

m.
If the function P (x, 0) has singularities, then Darboux’s theorem can use these singularities to estimate the sequence
pm,0. The statement of the theorem is see [18] chapter 1 as follows.
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Theorem 1 (Darboux’s method). Suppose P (x, 0) =
∑∞
m=0 pm,0x

m with positive real coefficients pm,0 is analytic
near 0 and has only algebraic singularities xk on its circle of convergence |x| = R, in other words, in a neighborhood
of xk we have

P (x, 0) ≈ (1− x

xk
)−wkGk(x),

where wk 6= 0,−1,−2, · · · and Gk(x) denotes a nonzero analytic function near xk. Let w = maxk<(wk) denote the
maximum of the real parts of the wk. Then we have

pm,0 =
∑
j

Gj(xj)

Γ(wj)
mwj−1x−nj + o(mw−1R−m)

with the sum taken over all j with <(wj) = w and Γ(w) the Gamma function of w (with Γ(n) = (n − 1)! for n a
positive integer).

6. Expectations and Numerical Analysis

In this section we find the expected number of jobs in one of the queues using the corresponding generating functions.
It is easy to see using (3) that the generating function of the number of jobs in the first queue is given by

P (x, 1) =

∞∑
m=0

P (N1 = m)xm

=
α(x− 1)P (0, 1)

(γx− λx2 − ηx− α− βx− νx2)
, (18)

where N1 is the number of files in the first queue. Using the normalization condition P (1, 1) = 1 in the above

α ν E[N1]
2 0, 3 0, 5384
4 0, 5 0, 25
6 0, 6 0, 1764
8 0, 7 0, 14285
10 0, 8 0, 12359
12 0, 88 0, 10905
14 0, 9 0, 09375
16 0, 92 0, 08254
18 0, 93 0, 07334
20 0, 94 0, 06609
22 0, 97 0, 06126
30 0, 978 0, 04449
40 0, 98 0, 03305
70 0, 99 0, 01877

Table I: The expected number of jobs, the service rate α, the arrival rate ν when λ = 0.4

equation to find P (0, 1) after some nontrivial manipulations including applying de l’Hospitals rule to get

P (0, 1) =
α− ν − λ

α
. (19)

From (18) we will compute the expected number of jobs in queue 1. It is well known see e.g. [29] that the expected
number of jobs in queue 1 is given by

E[N1] =
∂

∂x
P (x, 1) |x=1

=
∂

∂x

P (0, 1)α(x− 1)

(γx− λx2 − ηx− α− βx− νx2)
|x=1

=
0

0
,
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therefore by applying de L’Hôpital’s rule two times to end up with

E[N1] = P (0, 1)
α[λ+ ν]

(γ − 2λ− η − β − 2ν)2
.

Using (19) the expected number of jobs in the first queue is given by

E[N1] =
(α− ν − λ)(λ+ ν)

(γ − 2λ− η − β − 2ν)2
,

or after using the relation between γ and the other parameters to get that

E[N1] =
λ+ ν

α− λ− ν
. (20)

which is the expected number of jobs in the first queue of the queueing system.

α ν E[N1]
2 0, 3 1, 2222
4 0, 5 0, 2500
6 0, 6 0, 1765
8 0, 7 0, 1429
10 0, 8 0, 1236
12 0, 88 0, 1091
14 0, 9 0, 0938
16 0, 92 0, 0825
18 0, 93 0, 0733
20 0, 94 0, 0661
22 0, 97 0, 0613
30 0, 978 0, 0445
40 0, 98 0, 0331
50 0, 99 0, 0265

Table II: The expected number of jobs, the service rate α, and the arrival rate ν when λ = 0.8

λ ν E[N1]
0, 01 0, 3 0, 0265
0, 2 0, 35 0, 0480
0, 3 0, 42 0, 0638
0, 4 0, 43 0, 0743
0, 5 0, 53 0, 0939
0, 6 0, 62 0, 1132
0, 7 0, 68 0, 1299
0, 8 0, 7 0, 1429
0, 9 0, 76 0, 1605
0, 92 0, 88 0, 1765
0, 96 0, 92 0, 1858
0, 98 0, 95 0, 1917

Table III: The expected number of jobs, the arrival rate λ, and the arrival rate ν when α = 12

The numerical results generated in table I are obtained from equation (20) for fixed arrival rate λ = 0.4. In
table I we generate the results for fixed arrival rate λ = 0.8. In tables III, IV we fix the service rate α = 12, 5
respectively. In figure 3, 4, 5, 6 we plot the results of table I, II, III, IV respectively. It is clear that in figures 3,
4 for fixed arrival rate λ = 0.4, 0.8 the higher the service rate the lower the expected number of jobs. This makes
perfect sense because when we have a higher service rate the number of jobs waiting will dramatically decrease. In
figures 5, 6 when fixing the service rates α = 12, 5 the higher the arrival rates λ, ν the higher the expected number
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λ ν E[N1]
0, 01 0, 3 0, 06609
0, 2 0, 4 0, 136363636
0, 3 0, 42 0, 168224
0, 4 0, 43 0, 19904
0, 5 0, 53 0, 25944
0, 6 0, 62 0, 32275
0, 7 0, 68 0, 381215
0, 8 0, 7 0, 42857
0, 9 0, 76 0, 497005
0, 92 0, 88 0, 5625
0, 96 0, 92 0, 60256
0, 99 0, 99 0, 6556

Table IV: The expected number of jobs, the arrival rate λ, and the arrival rate ν when α = 5

Figure 3: The expected number of jobs vs. the service rate for fixed arrival rate λ = 0.4

Figure 4: The expected number of jobs vs. the service rate for fixed arrival rate λ = 0.8
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Figure 5: The expected number of jobs vs. the arrival rate for fixed service rate α = 12

Figure 6: The expected number of jobs vs. the arrival rate for fixed service rate α = 5

of jobs which makes also perfect sense. In a complete symmetric way we can obtain the expected number of jobs
in the second queue using the corresponding generating function, and of course we can generate the corresponding
numerical results.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, we managed to introduce a solution of a two-variable functional equation arising from a queueing
model of a system consisting of two parallel processors with coupled inputs. This is done by considering the
symmetric case on the underlying system and by reduction to a boundary value problem. One more contribution is
the investigation of the possible singularities of the unknowns and the computation of some expectation. Possible
extension of this work could be to solve the equation in the asymmetric case using boundary value problems
approach, and to introduce a general solution methodology to such interesting class of equations.
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